PLACE AND INSTITUTIONAL WORK:
CREATING HOUSING FOR THE HARD-TO-HOUSE
The places in which organizational life occurs can have profound impacts on actors, actions and
outcomes, but are largely ignored in organizational research. Drawing on ideas from social
geography, we explore the roles that places play in institutional work. The context for our study
is the domain of housing for the hard-to-house, within which we conducted two qualitative case
studies: the establishment of Canada’s first residential and day-care facility for people living
with HIV/AIDS, and the creation of a municipal program to provide temporary overnight
accommodation in local churches. In examining these cases, we found that places played three
key roles: places contained, mediated, and complicated institutional work. Each of these roles
was associated with a distinct ontology of place: places as social enclosures, as signifiers, and as
practical objects. Our findings have significant implications for how we understand the
relationship between location and organizations, and allow us to develop a process model of
places, institutions and institutional work.
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INTRODUCTION
Although the places in which organizational life occurs can have profound consequences
for the actors involved, the actions they take and the outcomes that follow, the concept of place
is largely ignored in organizational research. Place is more than geography: it has been defined
as the intersection of a geographic location, a set of meanings and values, and a material form
(Gieryn, 2000, Cresswell, 2004). Consider a site of religious worship, such as a church, mosque
or temple, perhaps St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, Al-Masjid al-Haram in Mecca, or a local
temple in a small town. These sites, as places, are defined by their locations, the meanings and
values that community members assign to them, and their materiality, including their artifacts,
architecture and furnishings. Research in social geography (Tuan, 1977, Massey, 1995) and
environmental psychology (Gustafson, 2001, Lewicka, 2011) has highlighted the emotional,
cultural, and political significance of places in the lives of individuals, communities and
societies. More broadly, it suggests the concept of place provides a distinctive lens on social life:
When we look at the world as a world of places we see different things. We see
attachments and connections between people and place. We see worlds of
meaning and experience. … ‘[P]lace’ is not so much a quality of things in the
world but an aspect of the way we choose to think about it. (Cresswell, 2004: 11)
Cresswell (2004) echoes scholars who argue the social sciences have undergone a “geographical
turn” that suggests place “need not be thought of as a ‘container’ or ‘backdrop’ … but rather as
an active ingredient in social and cultural life” (Finnegan, 2008: 369).
Our aim in this paper is to explore places as active ingredients in organizational life. To
do so, we adopt an institutional perspective, focusing in particular on the roles that places play in
institutional work. Central to the concept of an institution is that “there are enduring elements in
social life – institutions – that have a profound effect on the thoughts, feelings and behaviour of
individual and collective actors” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006: 216). The notion of an institution
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points us to higher-order social arrangements that involve both “supraorganizational patterns of
activity through which humans conduct their material life in time and space, and symbolic
systems through which they categorize that activity and infuse it with meaning” (Friedland &
Alford, 1991: 232). These material and symbolic configurations provide “stability and meaning
to social life” and are transmitted by “symbolic systems, relational systems, routines and
artifacts” (Scott, 2013: 95). Friedland and Alford (1991: 232) describe the “capitalist market,
bureaucratic state, democracy, nuclear family, and Christian religion” as the “central institutions
of contemporary capitalist West”, but note that these higher-order ideas are enacted in concrete,
local sets of practices and discourse, such as organizational forms and personnel practices.
Institutional work describes the efforts of actors to create, maintain and disrupt
institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006), which may involve efforts to influence higher-order
ideas directly, or through the institutionalization or deinstitutionalization of local practices and
discourse that represent and embody those higher-order ideas (Lawrence & Phillips, 2004,
Zilber, 2009). Institutional work is defined by its aims rather than its effects, since all human
behavior has institutional effects, if only to reproduce existing institutions (Giddens, 1984). The
value of focusing on institutional work as a way of exploring the concept of place stems from the
situatedness of actors’ efforts to shape institutions (Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2009, 2011,
Rojas, 2010): institutional work involves action that is triggered, facilitated and constrained by
the environments in which it occurs (Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009, Wright & Zammuto, 2013).
Thus, exploring the roles that places play in institutional work has the potential to highlight
distinctive relationships between actors and environments: places might motivate actors to work
to affect institutions, as well as provide material and symbolic resources used in those efforts.
The context of our study is the creation of novel forms of housing for the “hard-to-house”
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in Vancouver, Canada. By hard-to-house, we mean individuals with complex health and social
needs who have difficulty in maintaining stable housing and who are or risk becoming homeless
(Popkin, Cunningham, & Burt, 2005). We conducted two cases studies in this domain: one
focusing on a “mat program” that provided individuals with overnight accommodation in church
halls, and a second on the Dr. Peter Centre which is Canada’s first HIV/AIDS day health
program and supported-living residence. From each case, we identified two important places and
explored the roles they played in the institutional work associated with the cases.
By studying the roles that places play in institutional work, we make three main
contributions to organizational scholarship. First, we help remedy a restricted understanding of
how and why the location of organizational processes matter. Although there has emerged a
significant interest in understanding the built and natural environments of organizational life, this
research has tended to focus on “organizational spaces”, rather than places (Yanow, 1998, Haner,
2005, Clegg & Kornberger, 2006, Taylor & Spicer, 2007, Marrewijk & Yanow, 2010, Tyler &
Cohen, 2010). The difference is important because the concept of space emphasizes abstract,
generalizable dimensions, such as the visual, acoustic, or aesthetic quality of a space, whereas
the concept of place and our findings highlight the particular, concrete and local. Whereas a
focus on space suggests the importance of location as a background for organizational action, our
study highlights the potential for places to be a part of the action: more specifically, we show that
places play at least three distinct roles – containing, mediating and complicating – in relation to
the efforts and strategies of organizational actors.
Second, our study expands scholarly understanding of the relationship between material
objects and organizational processes (Marrewijk & Yanow, 2010, Jones, Boxenbaum, &
Anthony, 2013). To this emerging literature, we add a conception of material objects as
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ontologically flexible. We find that the ontology of places – what they are in relation to the world
– can change significantly as actors engage with them, with the different roles places play each
connected to a distinct ontology. Associated with places “containing” institutional work, for
instance, is an ontology of “social enclosure”, whereas the ontological form associated with a
“mediating” role is a “signifier”. This finding suggests that organizational research incorporating
place and other forms of materiality needs to address not only the influence of materiality on
organizational processes, but also the potential for material objects to shift ontological form
depending on the organizational processes in which they are involved.
Third, we begin to fill in what has been an abridged conception of the ingredients that
make up institutional work. Whereas research on institutional work has traditionally focused on
actors and their strategies (e.g., Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004, Greenwood & Suddaby,
2006), our study shows institutional work is constituted not only from actors’ efforts and
intentions, but also from heterogeneous collections of material and symbolic objects, including
places. Our findings allow us to develop an integrated process model that connects places,
institutions and institutional work. This model is significant because it is the first theoretical
exposition of the role of place in institutional work, it shows the potential for integrating diverse
material and symbolic elements into research on how and why actors work to affect institutions,
and it illustrates how scholars can theorize the relationship between place and concepts that are
centrally important to the study of organizations.
PLACE, INSTITUTIONS AND INSTITUTIONAL WORK
In this section, we review relevant research in order to develop the questions that guide
our study. First, we introduce the concept of place, explore its meaning, and examine it in
relation to the concept of space and the issue of scale. Then, we review research on institutional
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work with respect to the potential role of place, and articulate our research questions.
The Concept of Place
Our understanding of place is rooted in social geography (Tuan, 1977, Massey & Jess,
1995), and particularly the experiential view that emphasizes human attachment to particular
places (Tuan, 1975, 1977). The basic definition of place in geography is “a meaningful location”
(Cresswell, 2004: 7), which has been elaborated to describe the intersection of location, “material
setting”, and a “sense of place” that describes its meaning and values (Cresswell, 2004: 7; see
Gieryn (2000) for a similar definition rooted in sociology). Conceptualizing places as locations
with material form and meaning leads to the idea of places as “constructed” (Massey, 1995), or
as Gieryn (2000: 465) argues “doubly constructed” in the sense they are “built or in some way
physically carved out” and “interpreted, narrated, perceived, felt, understood, and imagined”.
Places are, therefore, sites of both constraint and agency. Places, argues Gieryn (2000: 475),
“have power sui generis”: hospitals, prisons and schools, for instance, have “architectures of
enclosure, display, segregation, surveillance, and classification [that] give an impersonal and
autonomous power over docile subjects”. At the same time, places “are constructed by people
doing things and in this sense are never ‘finished’”, instead providing “raw material for the
creative production of identity” and “creative social practice” (Cresswell, 2004: 39).
An important focus of research on place has been the emotional attachment of individuals
to particular places. This research involves a range of disciplines, such as geography,
environmental psychology, and sociology, using a variety of labels, including “sense of place,
place attachment, and place identity” (Patterson & Williams, 2005: 361). Research on place
attachment has tended to focus on particular kinds of places, most often homes, neighborhoods
and cities, but also sacred places, working places, and sporting grounds. This research suggests
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that people’s attachment to places has remained important despite the technological and social
shifts that have led to increased mobility and long-distance commuting (Lewicka, 2011: 209).
A second stream of research has focused on the impacts of specific places and kinds of
places, such as those associated with science (Latour & Woolgar, 1986, Gieryn, 2002). Accounts
of the development of science museums, for instance, show their influence on disciplinary
developments and scientific careers (Finnegan, 2008: 374). In Victorian London, the design of
the Natural History Museum and the Museum of Practical Geology “provided … fixed and
enduring structure[s] for negotiating disciplinary territory” (Finnegan, 2008: 375). An important
insight from research on places of science is the “polyvalent” nature of places, with multiple sets
of practices and meanings represented in the material and locational features of a place.
Eighteenth century botanical gardens, for example, “tacked botanical science onto other sorts of
political and cultural projects” (Finnegan, 2008: 376). The Jardin du Roi in France “represented
and reinforced at different points in its evolution royal rule, economic reform and republican
polity”, which was possible because “the gardens provided a venue in which naturalists [could
be] bricoleurs generating a wide variety of meanings and practices” (Finnegan, 2008: 376).
Looking across the writing we have surveyed thus far suggests some important issues to
consider when studying place. First, places are more than locations – they are combinations of
location, material form, and sets of meanings and values (Gieryn, 2000, Cresswell, 2004).
Second, places are socially constructed, with people arriving at places already loaded with
material form and meaning, but also performing those places and thus continuously revising and
reconstructing them. Third, places are important to individuals in terms of emotional and
practical value, as well as to broader social and cultural processes. Fourth, places are polyvalent
– intertwined with and important to multiple sets of human activities, meanings and values.
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Place and space. A key distinction for the study of place is between place and space.
Although scholarly writing has described this relationship in a variety of ways, a consistent
theme is the association of space with abstraction and indirect experience, and place with more
concrete and direct experience (Tuan, 1977, Casey, 2003). Descriptions of space tend to map and
describe it in terms of general, abstract dimensions – visual, practical, acoustic, social, cultural –
with an emphasis on understanding how these dimensions shape human interaction. In contrast,
descriptions of place tend to address the particularly of a location, providing answers that involve
its location, materiality and meaning for particular sets of people (Cresswell, 2004).
Considering place and space in organization studies shows the dominance of space and
the potential value of introducing place as a distinct concept. The idea of “organizational spaces”
has been subject to theoretical reviews (Hernes, 2004, Clegg & Kornberger, 2006, Taylor &
Spicer, 2007) and empirical studies (Yanow, 1998, Marrewijk & Yanow, 2010). Organizations
have been examined in terms of different kinds of spaces, such as “relational spaces” (Kellogg,
2009) and moral spaces (Perin, 1991). In contrast, the concept of place is largely absent in
organization studies, or at best used as a synonym for space. Examining organizational places
rather than spaces would shift the focus toward understanding the meanings – practical,
emotional, cultural – of specific places, and the roles that places play in organizational life.
Place and scale. The issue of scale is important because places can include “[a]t one
extreme a favorite armchair … [and] at the other extreme the whole earth” (Tuan, 1977: 149).
The dominant approach to scale in geography is a hierarchical one, which describes scale in
terms of a “scaffolding of nested territorial units stretching from the global [to] the urban, the
local, and the body” (Brenner, 2004: 9). To overcome the limitations of traditional, hierarchical
approaches to scale, Marston et al. (2005: 424) propose an alternative, “flat” ontology of human
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geography, the point of which is to retain the idea that places and the relationships between them
have ordering effects on human interaction, but avoid assuming those relationships involve a
vertical, scalar hierarchy. Bringing Marston et al.’s (2005) flat ontology of scale to the study of
organizational places suggests that we adopt an inclusive understanding of the places that
“count” as locations of organized activity: rather than presuppose a hierarchy of places, this
approach suggests exploring each place on its own terms through a focus on its relationship to
organizational processes, systems and structures.
Places and Institutional Work
Although much institutional research has situated itself in relatively abstract contexts,
such as fields, there is also a long tradition of locating institutional research in specific places
(Selznick, 1949, Hinings & Greenwood, 1988) and an emerging interest in focusing on the
relationships between institutional processes and the locations, particularly communities, in
which they occur (Marquis, Glynn, & Davis, 2007, Wry et al., 2010). Research on the
relationship between institutions and communities marks an important turn for institutional
research, but does not deal adequately with locations as places in the sense provided by social
geographers. In a review of the research on institutions and communities, for instance, Marquis
et al. (2011: xi) define communities as “local relational systems”, which echoes the language of
organizational fields and neglects the potential importance of geographical location, material
form, and the interaction of both with sets of meanings and values.
To guide our exploration of the roles that places play in institutional work, we focus on
three aspects of institutional work. First, institutional work is a form of work – effort expended to
achieve a result, and thus motivated, purposive action. Places can significantly affect individuals’
emotions and identities (Tuan, 1975), which are key motivators of human action (Ashforth &
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Mael, 1989, Elfenbein, 2007). Thus, places may play an important motivating role in institutional
work. Second, institutional work draws on heterogeneous material and symbolic resources, the
availability and quality of which can significantly affect the strategies actors employ (Dacin,
Munir, & Tracey, 2010, Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010). Research on place has shown how the
combination of location, material form and meaning can affect action through practical and
political mechanisms (Latour & Woolgar, 1986, Finnegan, 2008), suggesting places may provide
material and symbolic resources that shape institutional work. Third, although institutional work
is not defined by its outcomes (Lawrence, Suddaby, & Leca, 2009), its relationship to the
transformation or maintenance of institutions has remained an enduring interest of institutional
scholars (Marti & Mair, 2009, Rojas, 2010, Gawer & Phillips, 2013). Places may be implicated
in this issue because the material and symbolic resources that places provide may affect the
intended and unintended consequences of institutional work.
Although research on places and on institutions is suggestive of these relationships, none
have been explicitly examined. Thus, whether and how places play these roles is the focus of our
study. More formally, the overarching question that guides the rest of this paper is what roles
places play motivating, shaping and affecting the outcomes of institutional work.
METHODS
Research Context and Design
To investigate the role of places in institutional work, we conducted two qualitative case
studies in the domain of housing for the hard-to-house in Vancouver, British Columbia. Housing
for the hard-to-house represents an appropriate research context because prevailing beliefs,
attitudes and regulations meant that creating housing for this population was likely to involve
significant institutional work. This dynamic was illustrated by the NIABY (Not in Anyone’s Back
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Yard) website: the product of “hard working, tax paying, concerned citizens” in Metro
Vancouver opposed to “addiction and mental health community treatment solutions proposed for
residential neighbourhoods” 1. The context was also appropriate because it was a domain in
which the role of place is central: the hard-to-house are defined by their inability to secure a
particular type of place, with their placelessness often having devastating impacts on their wellbeing (Fullilove, 1996, May, 2000).
Our study was exploratory, and so we made trade-offs that favored exploration over
confirmation. First, we chose a research context in which place was evidently important. This
allowed us to observe social and organizational processes in which places played significant
roles, potentially at the cost of some generalizability. Second, we chose to explore two cases
within one broad social domain. Relying on in-depth case studies is consistent with previous
research that has focused on new questions and novel settings, such as Mair et al.’s (2012) study
of building markets in rural Bangladesh and Dacin et al.’s (2010) study of the institutional
consequences of formal dining in Cambridge colleges. In both these studies, the close
examination of individual institutional contexts provided a foundation for the identification of
multiple mechanisms and theoretical relationships. In our case, we examined two cases of
innovation within the same social domain in order to both allow a comparability between the
cases and broaden the potential insights generated.
Choosing to include two cases within a single study comes with significant trade-offs,
however. Traditionally, case-study research published in organizational journals has tended to
focus either on a single case (e.g., Corley & Gioia, 2004, Plowman et al., 2007) which has the
advantage of simplicity, or on a relatively large number of cases (e.g., Lawrence, Hardy, &
1

NIABY. (n.d.). About Us. Retrieved from http://www.niaby.com/about.cfm?ArticleID=51
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Phillips, 2002, Amis, Slack, & Hinings, 2004) which provide a greater potential for systematic
comparison. Although less common as a research strategy, we believe exploring a small number
of cases in depth opens up the potential for a broader range of insights than would a single case
study but allows the researchers and readers to gain a deeper understanding of each case than is
possible with a larger set of cases. Of course, examining two cases makes it important to
understand the contributions and limitations of the findings. The findings presented below cannot
represent a comprehensive articulation of the roles that places play in institutional work, but
rather a set of roles that were important in the cases examined and seemed to be worth exploring
in detail because of their potential applicability in other contexts. The generalizability of these
findings, however, remains to be seen and we will return to that issue in the paper’s conclusion.
Case 1: The Tri-Cities Mat Program. Known locally as the “Mat Program”, this
program provided individuals with overnight accommodation in a church hall. They received an
evening meal, a mat to sleep on, breakfast, and a bagged lunch. The program began in December
2007 and continued over the winter months. It was a community response to increasing numbers
of individuals identified as homeless and dealing with alcohol and drug addiction. The Mat
Program was distinctive among similar programs because it was developed in a suburban area
with no history of homelessness, and because the mats were moved each month to a different
church in a residential area. The idea for the Mat Program was initially met with significant
opposition by the local community. There was considerable fear about providing accommodation
in churches to homeless people, especially those dealing with addictions. Once implemented,
however, the Mat Program was associated with significant change in beliefs about homelessness
and the hard-to-house for a number of individuals and organizations. It also made a practical
difference: for instance, of the 350 people that used the service in its first two years, 69
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individuals were able to access housing, detox and recovery services.
Case 2: The Dr. Peter Centre. The Dr. Peter Centre opened in 2003 as Canada’s first
day health program and supported-living residence for people with HIV/AIDS. Located in a
residential area of Vancouver’s West End, its participants would be perceived by many as hardto-house since 100% of the participants had complex health issues, 98% had overt mental health
symptoms, 54% were poly substance users, and 30% were homeless or have extended and/or
frequent periods of homelessness. The establishment of the Centre and its subsequent operation
has been associated in Vancouver and more widely with transforming attitudes and behaviors
towards those perceived as hard-to-house, especially those living with HIV/AIDS.
Data Collection
Interviews. We conducted 72 interviews (58 different individuals) between February
2009 and March 2010 (see Table 1 for a summary of the interviews by interviewee type), most of
which lasted approximately 1.5 hours, and all of which were transcribed. Interviewees were
chosen based on media reports, identification by other interviewees, and our previous knowledge
of the cases. Interviews included organizational leaders as well as front-line staff and volunteers,
and those with a public profile as well as those working behind the scenes.
Insert Table 1 about here
The interviews were an iterative process as we learned more about the cases. Within a
day of each interview, we wrote a “contact summary”, comprising a two-page list of key events
and activities, which informed the interview protocol for subsequent interviews. In the Dr. Peter
Centre case, we interviewed the Executive Director every few weeks to get a deeper sense of the
challenges of creating housing for the hard-to-house. We carried out most of the interviews for
this case at the Dr. Peter Centre site. We interviewed the Chair of the Task Group at the
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beginning and middle of the field work to gain insight into the activities taking place behind the
scenes and explore the significance of particular activities and events. Interviews of Task Group
members were conducted in a range of locations, including homes, offices and coffee shops.
Observations. We spent from February 2009 to March 2010 in the field (see Table 2 for
a summary). In the early stages, we observed as many activities as practically possible. Later, our
observations became more focused, as when we spent a week in the residence of the Dr. Peter
Centre. We observed formal meetings, such as the monthly Task Group meetings and a strategic
planning session of the Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation’s Board, as well as informal interactions,
such as often occurred while waiting for interviews in the Dr. Peter Centre. We tried to engage
with the cases in a variety of ways, such as walking to the Dr. Peter Centre from different
directions to better understand its geographical and social location, and visiting the area where
some of the homeless camped. The Mat Program was run in churches close to where one author
lived, making it easier to understand and visualize its context.
Insert Table 2 about here
Documents and other material. Our third main source of data was documents and other
media, including internal documents such as minutes of meetings, and external documents such
as reports on homelessness or HIV/AIDS. Documentary evidence was particularly important in
the early stages to sensitize us to the issues. We also accessed websites (e.g., of the Task Group
and the Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation) and watched video recordings of the public hearings of the
Mat Program in one municipality. The other municipalities had audio recordings of public
hearings to which we listened and made notes. We also gained access to one individual’s 30 year
archive of media articles and other documents relating to HIV/AIDS in Vancouver.
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Data Analysis
In analyzing the data, we engaged in a two-phase approach, with several data analysis
steps making up each phase. The first phase revolved around generating an initial understanding
of the data (Wolcott, 1994), which led us to focus on place as the central orienting concept. The
second phase followed contemporary inductive, qualitative methods (Strauss & Corbin, 1998,
Maitlis, 2005, Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013), and focused on analyzing the roles that specific
places played in each of the cases. Although the relationship of place and institutional work
could have been analyzed from a variety of perspectives, potentially highlighting dimensions
such as the visual or historical, our interests led us to an interpretive approach focused on the
understandings of the actors involved, our own observations of the places we studied, and
archival material. In practice, data analysis was an iterative process that moved back and forth
between the phases and motivated further data collection.
Phase 1: The first step in phase one was to generate a description of “what is going on”
in each case (Wolcott, 1994: 16). To do so, we organized the data using an NVivo database and a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to build a chronology of key events. We then developed a more
detailed chronology for each case that included more events and the work of different actors.
Finally, we generated categories and themes, identifying within each case a set of “mini-cases”
(Stake, 2005) that would form an intermediate basis for data analysis. It was at this point that we
engaged in member checking to ensure the validity of our initial findings. For each of the
individuals who were our original points of contact and who had an overview of the innovation
process, we sent them a case write-up and met with them to get feedback.
In the second step of this phase, we focused on detailed analysis of the data – a process of
“panning in”, to identify “essential features and the systematic description of interrelationships
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among them – in short, how things work” (Wolcott, 1994: 12). We first coded the data for each
of the 11 mini-cases around the following topics: features of the housing being created; what
made it novel and contested; how did it actually come about (who, what, where, and when); the
role of places; and what did the process seem to enable or constrain. This resulted in 11 minicase reports, averaging 35 pages. We then focused on writing analytic memos in order to provide
an “intermediate step” between the coding and the interpretation/write up of the data (HesseBiber & Leavy, 2010). It was at this point, that we chose to make “place” a focus of our analysis
because it emerged as a consistently important theme in our findings.
Phase 2: The second data analysis phase focused on analyzing the roles that specific
places played in each of the cases. This phase had two main elements: selecting the places, and
analyzing their roles. The places we chose were consistent with the methodological implications
of the concepts we reviewed from the literature. The literatures on place and institutional work
point to an exploration of places with significant emotional, practical and political significance
(Gieryn, 2000, Cresswell, 2004), and which are potentially intertwined with multiple sets of
activities, meanings and values (Latour & Woolgar, 1986, Finnegan, 2008). The literature on
place also suggests a focus on particular places rather than dimensions of place or space (Relph,
1976, Cresswell, 2004), and places that vary significantly in terms of size or scale (Marston,
Jones, & Woodward, 2005). We did not examine “negative cases” (places that did not meet these
criteria) because we had no basis on which to choose such cases, or any a priori theoretical
foundations for interpreting their roles or lack of roles in institutional work.
Based on these criteria, we examined in detail two places from each of the cases. From
the Dr. Peter Centre case, we focused on Dr. Peter’s apartment and the Dr. Peter Centre itself.
Dr. Peter’s apartment featured prominently in a television series – “An AIDS Diary”, also known
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as the Dr. Peter Diaries – which was the genesis of the Dr. Peter Foundation that would
eventually found and operate the Dr. Peter Centre. It seemed from watching the Dr. Peter Diaries
that Peter’s apartment had significant emotional and symbolic significance, and was intertwined
with multiple sets of meanings and values. We also chose to examine it as a part of our attempt
to explore a set of places with significant variation in terms of scale. We chose to examine the
Dr. Peter Centre because it was clear from interviews, observation, organizational documents
and media that the Dr. Peter Centre had important emotional, political and practical impacts on
those it touched. The Centre’s activities and resources were also clearly tied to multiple domains,
including health, family, community, housing, and drug use and addiction.
From the Mat Program case, we focused on the Tri-Cities and the churches used to
implement the program. The Tri-Cities are the set of municipalities within which the Mat
Program was established, and were identified in interviews, organizational documents and the
media as having emotional, political and practical significance for its residents and for the
institutional work associated with the Mat Program. Examining its role also allowed us to stretch
our consideration of different sizes of place in the opposite direction from Peter’s apartment. The
final place we examined in detail was the set of churches that were used to roll out the Mat
Program. They presented an interesting case of places to which individuals and groups had
strong ties, which led to significant debate over their emotional, political and practical meanings.
Our approach to analyzing the role of the places varied depending on our early findings
with respect to each place. For our analyses of the Dr. Peter Centre, the Tri-Cities and the
churches, we adopted a traditional inductive, qualitative approach of developing concepts and
relationships based on the talk and text of study participants (Langley & Abdallah, 2011, Gioia,
Corley, & Hamilton, 2013). This reflected our belief that the roles of those places in institutional
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work were tied to the interpretations of the actors involved, and representations in media reports
and other documents. For example, in examining the role of the Tri-Cities, we first established a
set of 1st order concepts taken directly from the data (see Figure 1), which we aggregated to a set
of 2nd order themes, including “Collective identity”, “Existing routines and resources”,
“Constructing homelessness as a Tri-Cities problem”, and “Constructing the Mat Program as a
Tri-Cities response”. We then theoretically aggregated to Aggregate Dimensions, in this case to
the ideas of “Place as a social enclosure” and “Places contain institutional work”.
Insert Figure 1 about here
For our analysis of Dr. Peter’s apartment, our approach stemmed from our initial
reactions to how it was presented in the Diaries, the role it seemed to play in institutional work,
and the available data. To understand the role played by Dr. Peter’s apartment we watched all
111 Diaries, two related documentaries, and a video of Dr. Peter speaking a few days before his
death, as well as examining his parents’ albums that recorded many of the written responses to
the Diaries. It seemed that the apartment played a primarily symbolic role in the production of
the AIDS Diaries, and so we adopted a semiotic approach to our analysis (Barley, 1983, Deely,
1990, Peirce, 1998), which we describe in more detail in our findings section. Through a
semiotic analysis of Dr. Peter’s apartment we were able to examine its role as a signifier in the
Dr. Peter AIDS Diaries, and the contribution it made to the institutional work of the Diaries.
FINDINGS
The research question that guides this paper asks what roles places play in institutional
work. Although we focus primarily on the distinct roles that places played in different instances
of institutional work, an important finding concerns the common aim that cut across the
institutional work we observed. An overarching aim of the institutional work we studied was to
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affect local meanings of the institution of “human solidarity” as enacted in local practices, and
more specifically to affect local definitions of “us” that were tied to the institution of human
solidarity (Rorty, 1989). The institution of human solidarity involves a socially negotiated set of
boundaries within which we express care and concern (Tronto, 1993, Noddings, 2003), and
outside of which we leave such care to others. Although human solidarity has at times been
conceptualized as basic and universal (Donnelly, 2007, Gunson, 2009), our findings are
consistent with Rorty’s (1989: 195) argument that human solidarity is “made rather than found,
produced in the course of history rather than recognized as an ahistorical fact”. Important for our
analysis is the local and practical nature of human solidarity as an institution: the boundaries of
solidarity are decided by specific communities for specific periods of time, and defined through
both practice and discourse (Tronto, 1993, Noddings, 2003).
Against the backdrop of this common aim, our findings have three key elements: (1)
three roles that places played in institutional work (containing, mediating and complicating); (2)
for each role, a distinctive ontology that places assumed (social enclosure, signifier, practical
object); and (3) a set of characteristics that allowed particular places to play each role. We
structure the presentation of our findings around each of the three roles.
Places Contain
Our first major finding is that places contain institutional work: some places establish and
maintain boundaries around institutions and actors efforts to affect those institutions. The place
on which we focus is the “Tri-Cities” – the set of municipalities in which the Mat Program was
established. The overarching institution targeted by the institutional work we observed was the
local definition of “human solidarity” as expressed in practices and discourse around
homelessness in the Tri-Cities. More specifically, we observed actors working to shift the
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boundaries of “us” so that it included people living homeless in the Tri-Cities, bringing those
people within the boundaries of care and mutual obligation. This involved constructing
homelessness as a Tri-Cities problem and constructing the Mat Program as a Tri-Cities response.
The Tri-Cities as a place. We defined place as the intersection of location, material form
and a set of meanings and values (Gieryn, 2002, Cresswell, 2004). The Tri-Cities comprise three
contiguous municipalities – Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam and Port Moody – situated in the north
east part of Metro Vancouver. Its location is clearly delineated not only by political boundaries,
but also by the Fraser River to the south, the Indian Arm inlet and Burnaby Mountain to the west,
the Pitt River to the East, and the North Shore Mountains to the north. The natural physical
boundaries interact with the built environment to construct a distinct and distinctive place. The
borders between the three municipalities mean relatively little in the day-to-day experience of
residents, with highly integrated roads and infrastructure, and architecture and zoning that were
similar to each other and distinct from both the much bigger urban municipalities to the west and
the smaller, more rural towns to the south and east. The meanings associated with the Tri-Cities
were also distinctive: the name reflects how integrated the cities are in only terms of scenery,
climate and facilities, but also in terms of understanding of what it meant to live there,
understandings that were central to the evolution of the Mat Program.
The Tri-Cities as a social enclosure. We observed that the Tri-Cities played an
important role in how the problem of homelessness was understood, which actors were involved,
what resources were used, and how the Mat Program was conceptualized and enacted. These
observations led us to examine how the actors involved understood the Tri-Cities in relation to
the issue of homelessness and the institutional work around this issue. The first finding was that
the Tri-Cities acted as a “social enclosure”, with two key facets: (1) a collective identity and (2) a
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set of routines and resources. Table 3 presents supporting data for our findings.
Insert Table 3 about here
By collective identity, we mean a “cognitive, moral, and emotional connection with a
broader community” (Polletta & Jasper, 2001: 285). In this case, the collective identity was
organized around the Tri-Cities, and expressed in several forms, some tangible and others more
implicit. Interviewees’ descriptions of the relevant political geography were dominated by
references to the Tri-Cities, rather than constituent municipalities. As one interviewee said,
“residents of these communities are unique in that we flow through these three communities,
without making distinctions”. The Tri-Cities as an important identity for residents was echoed in
formal representations, such as the Tri-Cities Chamber of Commerce, which declares itself: “the
voice of business in the Tri-Cities”2. Similarly, visitors could access a Tri-Cities Visitors Guide
that describes its “abundant parks, arts and cultural venues”. There was also the Tri-City News,
with a tagline that read “Your stories. Your community. Your newspaper”3. Central to the
collective identity associated with the Tri-Cities was the idea that that the place was different
from its neighboring municipalities, especially Vancouver which was described in terms of both
its social problems, such as drug use and homelessness, and its greater resources and more
developed routines to deal with such problems: “there’s Vancouver and then there’s everyone
else”. In contrast, the Tri-Cities was described in terms of its small size, and safe, friendly
streets. At a public hearing on the Mat Program, many Tri-Cities residents described how they
felt safe and belonged in this place, arguing it was a safe place for children who “can play in our
streets” and residents who are “able to walk in the morning and night without fear”.
The second theme underpinning the Tri-Cities as a social enclosure was the existence of
2
3

http://tricitieschamber.com/pages/AboutUs
www.tricitynews.com/about_us
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pre-existing routines and resources. These included housing-focused groups and services, such as
the Tri-Cities Housing Coalition, which was a coalition of Christian churches, a Jewish
congregation, and several community groups, and the Tri-Cities Community Planning
Committee, which involved senior managers from government and service agencies. Pre-existing
routines and resources also included service agencies, such as the Tri-Cities Mental Health
Centre and the Tri-Cities Women’s Resources Society. Although these organizations and
agencies were embedded in networks that extended beyond the Tri-Cities, they all had primary
commitments to the Tri-Cities in terms of their membership, responsibilities and identities.
The containing role of the Tri-Cities. Our second main finding with respect to the role
of the Tri-Cities was that it contained – established and maintained boundaries around –
institutional work and the institution it targeted. The Tri-Cities played this role between 2002 and
2010 as actors worked to shift the institutionalized boundaries of solidarity – the dividing line
that distinguished “us” from others – so that it included people living homeless in the Tri-Cities.
This work involved both establishing the problem of homelessness as a local issue and
constructing a local response to it. Establishing the idea that homelessness was a Tri-Cities
problem involved institutional work by a range of actors, a centrally important form of which
was a set of homeless “counts”. In January 2002, a count of homeless people in Greater
Vancouver documented more than 1,100 homeless people overall, but only 13 in the Tri-Cities
(Woodward et al., 2002). In 2004, a Salvation Army count identified over 100 homeless people
living by the Coquitlam River, which ran through the Tri-Cities. A second Greater Vancouver
count in March 2005 showed 38 homeless people in the Tri-Cities (Social Planning and Research
Council of BC, 2005). Then, in 2005, the Hope for Freedom Society, a nonprofit organization
that advocated for clients with addictions, conducted an intensive count that identified 177
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homeless people in the Tri-Cities, the majority “camped” within one kilometer of downtown Port
Coquitlam (Thiessen, 2006). The 2006 report that stemmed from the count “was very, very
pivotal to what happened … because it created an alarming picture of homelessness in the TriCities, much greater than most people suspected” (Interviewee).
Also important to the construction of homelessness as a Tri-Cities issue were media
reports, including articles, editorials and letters to the editor, particularly in in the Tri-City News.
Media reports documented the homeless counts and related news, such as the report of a 500%
increase in “‘Turn aways’ from the region’s seasonal shelters in the last five years” (Tri-City
News, 2006). Letters to the editor reflected hopes and frustrations of local residents, who
complained about the increasingly visible problem of homeless people in their neighborhoods.
Together, the homeless counts and media coverage constructed homelessness as a Tri-Cities
problem, giving it form and establishing its boundaries.
The second part of the institutional work involved constructing a Tri-Cities response to
homelessness, initially led by the Tri-Cities Housing Coalition. Motivated by the homeless
counts, the Coalition hosted a public forum on homelessness in the Tri-Cities, with more than
200 people participating in the Coquitlam Council Chambers. A critical outcome was a
widespread agreement to revitalize the Tri-Cities Task Group on Homelessness. At the Task
Group’s next meeting, it articulated a vision that described: “A future where all citizens of the
Tri-Cities have access to appropriate housing and supports and no one is homeless” (Tri-Cities
Homelessness Task Group, 2007). Within six months, it had made significant efforts to change
the ways homelessness was understood and managed in the Tri-Cities by involving all levels of
government and connecting with senior representatives from the three municipalities.
The Task Group also managed a set of sub-committees, including the Facilities sub-
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committee in which the Mat Program was originally developed. The Mat Program was explicitly
understood as a Tri-Cities program. Whereas previous mat programs in Greater Vancouver were
run out of a single location, this program was designed to operate in five different Tri-Cities
churches, rotating monthly from November through March. Unlike other mat programs, located
outside or at the edge of residential areas, the churches used in the Mat Program were in
residential Tri-Cities neighborhoods. Users of the Mat Program were also expected to come from
across the Tri-Cities, with the Hope for Freedom Society providing bus transportation.
The containing role of places in institutional work. The role of the Tri-Cities in the
Mat Program suggests that places can contain institutional work by establishing and maintaining
boundaries around institutions and efforts to affect them. It further suggests that places do this
through their connections to a collective identity and to sets of existing routines and resources.
Although some places might be experienced as conveniences or transitional spaces, other places
act as key markers for people’s identities. This was clearly the case for the Tri-Cities, which
acted as a geographic and political idea with which people and organizations identified
themselves. People’s identification with a place affects the relevance of situations that might be
constructed as social problems: in the Tri-Cities, homelessness began as a problem associated
with other communities, but through the work of actors engaged in homelessness counts and
media reports was constructed as a Tri-Cities problem, and thus a problem for many of the
individuals and organizations located there. Places also contain institutional work by connecting
it to a place’s pre-existing routines and resources. In the Tri-Cities, homelessness became
connected to the routines of government agencies, churches and non-profit organizations all of
which identified as Tri-Cities organizations. Although these organizations and agencies were
embedded in broader networks which undoubtedly affected their capacity to engage with the
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problem of homelessness in the Tri-Cities, their identification as distinctively Tri-Cities
organizations and agencies brought with it an ability and a motivation to channel resources and
employ routines in ways that helped address the issue of homelessness as a local one. Thus, the
collective identity and resources and routines associate with the Tri-Cities shaped the responses
of local actors, affecting the scope of how the problem was defined, the solutions proposed, the
stakeholders consulted, and the actors enrolled in implementation.
From an institutional perspective, the Tri-Cities represents a bounded, organized social
enclosure whose members share a set of norms and rules (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984) and
recognize their affiliation and mutual obligations (Lawrence, 1998, 2004). It is these
characteristics – boundedness and social organization – that enabled the Tri-Cities to act as a
container for institutional work. Writing on communities (Gusfield, 1975, Block, 2008) has
noted that the meaningfulness of a social group depends significantly on the status of its
boundaries. The clear, meaningful boundaries associated with the Tri-Cities, both in terms of
physical separation and social distinctions, shaped residents response to the social problem of
homelessness. What makes these efforts describable as institutional work is their focus on
affecting institutionalized beliefs regarding who was and was not a part of the Tri-Cities.
Whereas the establishment of temporary shelter for people living homeless might not require
significant institutional work in many communities, in the Tri-Cities it involved efforts to shape
a powerful institution – the boundary around “us” that defines the limits of human solidarity.
Places Mediate Institutional Work
Our second major finding is that places mediate institutional work. By mediate, we mean
that some places act as interpretive filters that connect institutional work to targeted institutions.
The institutional work on which we focus was the development of “An AIDS Diary”, a two-year
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series of three-minute segments on CBC News Vancouver at 6 in which Dr. Peter Jepson-Young
shared his experiences with HIV/AIDS. As with the Mat Program, an important goal associated
with the series was to affect local definitions of human solidarity: for the producers of the AIDS
Diary, a central aim was to transform institutionalized beliefs of BC residents about people living
with HIV/AIDS (Gawthrop, 1994), broadening BC residents’ notions of “us” and thus extending
solidarity to include those people living with HIV/AIDS. An important element in the
institutional work was a specific place: the place that we argue mediated the connection between
the AIDS Diary and beliefs about people living with HIV/AIDS was Dr. Peter’s apartment.
Dr. Peter’s apartment as a place. The Dr. Peter Centre is named after Dr. Peter JepsonYoung, who in September 1986, at 29 years old, was diagnosed as HIV-positive. At the time,
fear over HIV/AIDS led to significant social costs for those with the virus, including travel
restrictions, lost jobs and lost homes. Peter was fortunate to have a supportive family and the
opportunity to enroll in a pilot project prescribing azidothymidine (AZT). He completed his
medical training without disclosing his HIV status beyond close family and friends. A few years
later, struggling with the onset of blindness, Peter and a medical colleague approached the CBC,
Canada’s national television broadcaster, about developing “an AIDS diary”, that would focus on
issues previously little discussed on television, including HIV transmission and treatment, health
and social effects of the disease, and homosexuality4. In the Diaries, Dr. Peter’s apartment plays
a prominent role (see Table 4 for a summary). In the first minute of the first segment, Peter is
seen sitting in his apartment, and it appears in nearly half of the remaining 110 diaries. We argue
that Dr. Peter’s apartment was more than a background for the Diaries: it represented an
important place – a specific, concrete location, material form and set of meanings. The apartment
4

Although “An AIDS Diary” was a novel introduction to Canada, there had been at least two similar television
programs in the United States, one in New York and one in San Francisco (Gawthrop, 1994).
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was evidently located in the West End of Vancouver, in the heart of the city where both Peter
and the majority of viewers lived. The apartment’s materiality mattered in multiple ways,
shaping and constraining how the Diaries could be filmed, and establishing it as a place from
which the Diaries began and to which they repeatedly returned. Very often, Peter is seen sitting
in his living room on a soft chair or his green couch. At other times, he presents the Diaries from
a specific room and incorporates its materiality and meaning into the content of the segment. We
see Peter in his kitchen, preparing a meal with his nine year old niece. Peter is at the dining room
table, looking through old family photos with his mother. In his last few diaries Peter is seen in
bed, with a now familiar blue and white china tea cup resting on a side table.
Insert Table 4 about here
Dr. Peter’s apartment as a signifier. The role that Dr. Peter’s apartment seemed to play
in the AIDS Diary was a symbolic one, and so we adopted a semiotic approach to our analysis
(Deely, 1990, Peirce, 1998). A semiotic analysis is, at its core, relatively simple. It involves the
identification of signs – combinations of signifiers (material marks and sounds) and signifieds
(concepts or ideas) (Hodge & Kress, 1988). Thus, a semiotic analysis produces an interpretation
of the meaning of a set of marks and sounds within a specified context. Central to the idea of
signs is that they are arbitrary, historical constructs (Phillips & Brown, 1993), and so an
important aspect of semiotic analysis is examining the socio-cultural context that provides actors
with the motivation to produce signs, as well as the symbolic resources necessary for their
construction and interpretation. Semiotic analysis is also concerned with the mechanisms that
connect signifiers to signifieds, and thus give meaning to marks, images and sounds. In focusing
on those mechanisms, semiotics involves a structuralist analysis, which includes “identifying the
constituent units in a semiotic system, … the structural relationships between then … and the
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relation of the parts to the whole” (Chandler, 2007: loc. 1623).
An important part of the context of the Diaries was its producers’ aim to normalize
people living with AIDS: to provide viewers a model of someone with AIDS to whom they could
relate, so that “[t]heir fears and phobias would disappear as they discovered the humanity in
people who are different from them” (Gawthrop, 1994: 53). Within this normalization strategy,
Peter’s apartment played an important role. We argue it acted as a signifier (in the form of its
visual depiction within the Diaries) for the concept of “home”, attaching Peter, his message, and
the Diaries to a concept with which viewers were familiar and comfortable. This argument is
based in part on the special meaning of home as a concept in contemporary discourse: “[h]ome,
more than anywhere else, is seen as a center of meaning and a field of care” (Cresswell, 2004:
20). Home describes “the setting through which basic forms of social relations and social
institutions are constituted and reproduced” (Saunders & Williams, 1988: 82). Since the
industrial revolution, homes have come to be understood as places with “considerable social,
psychological and emotive meaning for individuals and for groups” (Easthope, 2004: 135), tied
to identity (Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983) and stability (Massey, 1995).
Moving to a structuralist analysis, we identified two intratextual (syntagmatic)
(Hjelmslev, 1953) relationships that together established Peter’s apartment as a signifier for the
concept of home. The first is based on sequencing, a foundational relationship in semiotics that
establishes meaning through chains of signifiers (Deely, 1990, Chandler, 2007). Key to the
sequencing in the Diaries was a movement to and from Peter’s apartment. The first segment
opens with Peter on the sidewalk of a busy street and then within the first minute he is at home in
his apartment. Peter is then seen in seen in his apartment in nearly half of the remaining 110
diaries: 40 filmed in the living room and another 9 filmed in the dining room, bedroom, kitchen
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or bathroom. As shown in Table 5, a pattern emerges in the Diaries in which Peter’s apartment
continuously resurfaces as the setting, juxtaposed against a wide variety of settings outside his
home, with no other setting seen more than a few times. Moreover, the topics discussed in
Peter’s apartment ranged across a wide variety of issues, including his health, treatments, coping
strategies, stigma, death, and homosexuality. In contrast, specific places outside his apartment
were used to situate discussions of particular topics, as in Diary 3 shot outside Peter’s high
school and focused on the challenges of growing up gay. The differences in how and how often
Peter’s apartment and other places were used as settings created a pattern in which the apartment
became the hub for the Diaries. We argue this pattern emphasized the centrality and stability of
Peter’s apartment in the Diaries and in his life. It emphasized the idea of the apartment as Peter’s
home, the place to which Peter and the Diaries would continue to return.
The second structuralist relationship we examine is based on contrast, which in semiotic
analysis represents a form of “opposition” (Chandler, 2007), a process that relies on the principle
“we know what something means, in part, by knowing what it does not mean” (Barley, 1983:
397). Binary oppositions present the most obvious examples of such signs – up and down, left
and right (Chandler, 2007). Oppositions can also be more complex and indeterminate, as with
emotions: the meaning of “sad” is in part that it is not “happy”, but also that it is not “angry”
(Downes, 2000). In the Diaries, a critical symbolic opposition was between stability and change.
Throughout the Diaries, the appearance of the apartment remained essentially stable: it had a
well-kept, carefully put-together appearance, with the same furnishings and artwork featured,
and their condition unvarying. In contrast, Peter’s physical condition deteriorated almost
continuously over the course of the Diaries (see Figure 2 for image captures of Peter from
Diaries 1, 56 and 110). Table 5 notes changes in Peter’s appearance in each of the Diaries filmed
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in the apartment: initially healthy and physically attractive, more and more lesions from Kaposi’s
sarcoma appear on Peter’s face and limbs, his hair thins, he appears to gain weight, and look
increasingly tired and ill. The importance of this opposition – between the stability of Peter’s
apartment and the changes in his physical condition – is that it embodies and reinforces the
association of security and stability with the concept of home (Massey & Jess, 1995).
Insert Figure 2 about here
The mediating role of places in institutional work. The role that Dr. Peter’s apartment
played in the Diaries suggests that places can mediate institutional work by providing an
interpretive lens through which people understand the institutions that actors are working to
affect. This process is shaped by the geography of everyday life. Some places have the potential
to play a mediating role because they represent ideas with which people are familiar and
comfortable. From an institutional perspective, we argue that home represents a “proximal
institution” – a shared idea with which actors in a community are familiar and in frequent
contact. In contrast, the inclusion of people living with HIV in definitions of “us” as they pertain
to human solidarity concerned an institution that was much less a part of the daily lives of the
Diaries’ viewers. These “distal institutions” represent shared sets of ideas, rules or beliefs, but
ones which are less common objects in the discourse of a community, so that members of the
community might consider them only infrequently and with less direct experience than proximal
institutions. Peter’s life in and around his apartment provided a connection to viewers through
their shared experience and understanding of the everyday institution of home. The ability of
places to act as signifiers for proximal concepts, we argue, depends on their connection to the
signified (the concept of “home” in this case) being both interpretable and authentic: the
narrative in which the place is embedded needs to provide a frame through which the
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relationships between places, proximal concepts and distal institutions can be sensibly
interpreted (Weick, 1995) as well as accepted emotionally (Hochschild, 1979, Buckland, 2001).
Places Complicate
Our study suggests that places play one more role in institutional work: they complicate
it. By this we mean some places are incorporated into institutional work as “practical objects”
that introduce unexpected complexity to these processes. By a practical object, we mean
something that is used as a tool, with particular affordances owing to its materiality (Gibson,
1977), to achieve some desired ends by facilitating a practice or set of practices (Vaara &
Whittington, 2012). So, whereas the notion of a signifier highlights how places can affect
institutional work on a symbolic basis, the notion of a practical object highlights how a place
might be used functionally to facilitate institutional work. We draw on two places from our study
to illustrate this complicating role: the Dr. Peter Centre and the churches that housed the Mat
Program. Both places complicated institutional work that aimed to shift local definitions of
human solidarity by shifting the boundaries of “us” as expressed in practices and discourse. The
Dr. Peter Centre complicated institutional work that focused on institutionalizing “Comfort
Care”: an approach to providing HIV/AIDS care in which all people living with HIV/AIDS are
treated as one would treat one’s family or close friends in such a situation. The churches, as in
the case of the Tri-Cities, were involved in efforts to shift the boundaries of “us” so that it
acknowledged the presence of people living homeless locally and included them within the
boundaries of care and mutual obligation.
The Dr. Peter Centre as a place. The Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation was established days
before Peter died, with the mission to provide Comfort Care to others living with HIV/AIDS. As
Peter described it,
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As I have lived with AIDS during the last six years, I have been sustained by the
love and support of so many people. In facing each new challenge, I have always
been secure in this comfort care. ... Quality of life and well-being are sometimes
as simple as a trip to see family, a meal out with friends or being able to live the
rest of one's life at home. (Dr. Peter Jepson-Young, in Gawthrop, 1994: 242)
The idea to institutionalize Comfort Care through the development of an HIV/AIDS day centre
came from local agencies, which were finding themselves overwhelmed with demand for their
services. The Dr. Peter Centre opened in 2003 as Canada’s first HIV/AIDS day health program
and supported-living residence. It is located across from St. Paul’s Hospital on a residential street
in the West End of Vancouver. It consists of a purpose-built, four-story building attached to and
incorporating an existing heritage house, totaling approximately 30,000 square feet. The Centre
includes treatment, counseling, and therapy rooms, as well as 24 suites, common rooms for art,
music, watching TV, and eating meals, and an enclosed courtyard with a small garden.
The Dr. Peter Centre as a practical object. In the institutionalization of Comfort Care,
the Dr. Peter Centre acted as a “practical object” with two key dimensions: (a) complexity
describes the ways activities in a place span institutional domains often understood as separate;
(b) embeddedness describes the connection of places to the day-to-day routines of individuals,
organizations or communities. Table 5 presents illustrative data for our findings.
Insert Table 5 about here
The complexity of the Dr. Peter Centre stemmed from the combination of ideas and
practices that cut across the domains of healthcare, addictions, family and community occurring
in a single place. In an early statement of its purpose, the Centre was described as providing
three distinct forms of care: (1) “hospice care when needed (like a freestanding hospice or like
dying at home)”, (2) “long term care and supports (like a … group home)” and (3) “structure,
safety and support for residents … who often have addictions and/or diagnosed mental illnesses”
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(Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation, 1997). Because the Centre’s clientele include drug users and sex
workers, nursing evolved to include such activities as “providing sterile drug injection
supplies…, teaching about safe sex, offering condoms, … [and] talking about safer ways of
dealing with ‘johns’” (Griffiths, 2002: 12). The complexity that impinges on Dr. Peter Centre
staff is illustrated by a story a staff member told us about an evening spent with a young resident,
doing puzzles and … helping her with her English. Then she goes to do whatever
and she comes back with knapsack and jacket, and she says, “I’m going out.” It’s
about midnight, and … all of a sudden you switch from playing games, to helping
with school, to “OK, do you have clean needles in your knapsack? Do you have
condoms? Do you have warm enough clothes?” … Then off she goes and then
coming back at three or four in the morning and her neck is red and she’s having a
hard time breathing and she’s in pain and it’s because the john she hooked up
with at some motel was into choking her during sex. You go through sitting with
her while she cries through the shame of prostituting. … Getting her in her pj’s
and sitting there holding her hand until she falls asleep. (Interviewee)
This story shows how activities in the Centre not only spanned domains of care, but required
staff to integrate caring for participants’ health, safety, and well-being in novel, creative ways.
Although, large healthcare organizations may respond to the various needs of people living with
HIV/AIDS who are also drug users and involved in sex work, their responses are more often
separated across facilities, with the provision of HIV therapies, living accommodation, and
harm-reduction programs associated with distinct locations, each in its own place. As we will
discuss in greater detail below, the co-location of these activities made the dynamics within the
Dr. Peter Centre far more complex than if they had been separated.
The second dimension of the Dr. Peter Centre as a practical object was its embeddedness
through connections to other organizations. Planning for the Centre connected it to a network of
local healthcare and HIV/AIDS- agencies: the “Dr. Peter Steering Committee” included
representatives from the Foundation, AIDS Vancouver, the BCPWA Society, St. Paul’s Hospital,
The B.C. Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS, Vancouver Health Department, Greater
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Vancouver Mental Health Services and the Lower Mainland Region Alcohol & Drug Program.
The Centre’s daily operations connected it to an array of agencies working in healthcare,
addictions, poverty alleviation, housing, and family services across Vancouver. The Centre is
also embedded in the work of other organizations and communities as a model of HIV/AIDS
care. Delegations seeking to understand the Centre’s approach have come from across Canada
and around the world including China, Russia, Norway, South Africa, and the Ukraine.
The complicating role of the Dr. Peter Centre. The Dr. Peter Centre complicated the
institutional work of institutionalizing Comfort Care by necessitating unexpected actions and
introducing unexpected actors. We examine these dynamics in terms of what was perhaps the
most striking complication in the efforts to institutionalize Comfort Care – the establishment of a
supervised injection room for intravenous drug users. When the Dr. Peter Centre was being
established, the populations most affected by HIV/AIDS were shifting: while HIV/AIDS still
predominantly affected gay men, it had started to become evident in increasing numbers of
injection drug users. The rate of HIV infection among injection drug users had risen in ten years
from relatively low rates (1-5%) in 1988 to epidemic levels (23-30%) by 1998.5 As the face of
AIDS changed, so did the faces in the Dr. Peter Centre. By 2000, 91% of participants were on
income assistance, 69% had no fixed address or lived in hotels, 61% had a chemical dependency,
61% had a mental illness and 41% had a history of sexual abuse.
In the late 1980s, Vancouver began to suffer from dramatically increasing numbers of
overdose deaths, rising from only 17 in 1987 to 200 in 1993. By 2000, there were more than 130
in the first 6 months of the year. These deaths were felt deeply in the Dr. Peter Centre: many
participants and staff knew drug users who had died and attended their memorials; staff became
5

Fischer, B., Rehm, J., & Blitz-Miller, T. (2000). Injection drug use and preventive measures: A comparison of
Canadian and Western European jurisdictions over time. CMAJ, 162(12), 1709-1713.
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involved in groups, such as the Harm Reduction Action Society, that were organized in response
to the epidemic of overdoses. The deaths also spurred action inside the Centre: in December
2001, following the overdose of a participant in the Centre’s laundry room, two nurses
approached the Executive Director saying they wished to supervise participants injecting drugs.
The nurses felt their relationships with participants were being undermined because participants
had to leave the Centre to inject, often in unsafe conditions with unsterile materials. The
Executive Director sought advice from the Registered Nurses Association of British Columbia,
which argued that the nurses had a professional duty of care to provide this service where
needed. The Centre also sought advice from lawyers, who suggested the likelihood of criminal
prosecution was low because the nurses would not be directly handling an illegal substance. So,
in January 2002, the Dr. Peter Centre quietly began to operate a supervised injection service. In
April of that year, at the launch of a report on the legal and ethical issues of establishing safe
injection facilities, the Centre’s Executive Director announced it was already running one.6.
The churches as practical objects. A second set of places that illustrates how places
complicate institutional work comprises the five churches in which the Mat Program was housed.
The churches, located in residential neighborhoods across the Tri-Cities were, prior to the Mat
Program, not unusual with respect to their complexity or embeddedness. Their proposed use as
overnight accommodation for homeless individuals changed that, however, and complicated the
institutional work of shifting the boundaries of “us” to include the people living homeless in the
Tri-Cities. Table 6 presents illustrative data for these findings.
Insert Table 6 about here
6

See Bohn, G. (2002, April 12). Nurses help addicts inject heroin: Supervision reduces disease, Dr. Peter clinic
director says. The Vancouver Sun, p. A1 and Bohn, G. (2002, April 13). Nothing illegal at AIDS clinic, police:
Having nurses teach drug users safe injection breaks no law. The Vancouver Sun, p. B6.
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Like many churches, those involved in the Mat Program had social outreach as part of
their mission but had limited engagement. A key organizer of the Mat Program commented,
We thought we could provide that opportunity by doing outreach to homeless
people on their own church grounds. We thought that could be pretty powerful.
Here’s a chance to minister to people who are social outcasts, the margins of
society, and do it right on their own home turf. (Interview, organizer)
Although the churches had some contact with issues of poverty and addiction, primarily through
educational programs put on for them by the NGO that conducted the crucial homeless count, the
Mat Program would significantly increase their involvement in activities spanning institutional
domains. The embeddedness of the churches prior to the Mat Program could also be described as
moderate: they were connected to the routines and day-to-day lives of individuals who attended
religious services and other activities, and to the neighborhoods within which they were located.
This changed significantly, however, with the proposal and development of the Mat Program.
The complicating role of the churches. Like the Dr. Peter Centre, the churches
complicated institutional work by necessitating unexpected actions and introducing unexpected
actors to the process. The proposal to run the Mat Program in local churches immediately
encountered bureaucratic troubles. While churches were associated with humanitarian work,
their zoning designation did not permit people to stay overnight. There was no zoning category
for a temporary shelter, so each city had to create and approve a new type of activity:
We had to add a new definition for land use. … This is kind of a special case
because I don’t think anyone would have envisioned a church, perhaps, operating
as a temporary shelter. (Interview, Municipal Planner)
The need to deal with zoning issues came as a surprise to Mat Program organizers, who thought
they could avoid such problems by moving the Mat Program among the churches: “I thought that
at a month at a time, you wouldn’t have to go through any kind of a rezoning process … And
boy, I was wrong on that one! [laughter]” (Interview, Mat Program organizer).
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The zoning issue led to a series of unexpected actions on the part of the Mat Program
organizers, including public work that focused on assuaging the concerns of neighborhood
residents, and political work aimed at influencing elected officials who made zoning decisions.
The public work of Mat Program organizers involved neighborhood meetings, a homelessness
workshop for individuals and families living near the churches, and a formal public hearing in
each of the three Tri-Cities municipalities. As one organizer recounted, “I had to go back to those
churches … and talk to each one of the leaders of those churches” (Interview, Mat Program
organizer). Meetings with neighborhood groups often went badly for Mat Program organizers:
We had the public meeting I mentioned at Coquitlam Alliance Church … And it
didn’t go very well. After, Rob and I were asked to go to a meeting at Ranch Park
School … And this was a lynch mob.” (Interview, Mat Program organizer)
Mat Program organizers also hosted a public workshop that included a councilor from each of
the three cities, a representative of the region, the Director of Hope for Freedom, and a couple
who had been homeless. An important part of the process was the public hearing held by each
city council, the most dramatic of which was hosted by Coquitlam city council: “Oh yeah, it was
a big event. We had a very, very strong negative reaction … much of it was incited by the Ranch
Park crowd that were mostly foaming at the mouth” (Interview, Mat Program organizer). The
hearing was the longest in the city’s history, running until 3:00AM. Although there was a great
deal of resistance to the Mat Program, organizers of the Mat Program were also prepared: the
congregations of the Mat Program churches as well as those in the Housing Coalition (a different
group of churches) were encouraged to attend the hearing and speak in support.
Using the churches to house the Mat Program also introduced unexpected actors to the
process. Organizers had to deal with politicians, civic and provincial bureaucrats, consultants,
lawyers and volunteers, as well as the neighborhood residents and church congregations with
whom they had expected to engage. Interacting with politicians was crucial:
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“[Usually], I very seldom went political with anything. The shelter program I had
to kick it up a notch. I had to schmooze politicians … I was told right off the get
go, ‘If you don’t do some backroom talking with the politicians, this is going to
fail’”. (Interview, Mat Program organizer)
Consultants were also key, particularly with respect to ensuring the churches were in compliance
with regulations: “We hired a code consultant … [who is] an expert on building codes – more
expert than the City is” (Interview, Mat Program organizer). Lawyers became involved when one
of the municipalities agreed to the rezoning, but required an unusual “sunset clause”.
“I got three civil rights lawyers that called me and said ‘… what they did last
night at city council is illegal. It’s not enforceable.’ What I did is, I called another
[lawyer] … very familiar with this kind of stuff … [who] had a look at it”.
(Interview, Mat Program organizer).
Using the churches for the Mat Program also led to an unexpectedly large number of volunteers:
“I’ll never forget the first meeting that we had. There was about 250 [volunteers] that showed up.
We had chairs for maybe 75 to 100.” (Interview, Mat Program organizer).
The complicating role of places in institutional work. Our analysis of the Dr. Peter
Centre and the churches suggests that places complicate institutional work through their
“concreteness” – their materiality, association with day-to-day routines, and geographic
locations. The Dr. Peter Centre represented the primary concrete mechanism through which
those connected to and inspired by Dr. Peter worked to institutionalize Comfort Care. A range of
other devices could have been used, such as the development of a social network of carers or
educational programs for healthcare professionals, which might have had different dynamics
with respect to whether and how they complicated the institutional work, linked to their different
kinds of concreteness. Similarly, the way in which the churches complicated institutional work
stemmed from their physical, geographic and practical qualities. Their situation in the heart of
residential neighborhoods and their proposed new use as overnight accommodation necessitated
unexpected public and political forms of work that involved an unexpected array of actors.
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From an institutional perspective, the Dr. Peter Centre and the churches can be described
as complex, embedded practical objects. Such objects are complex in that they are used for, or
proposed to be used for, purposes that span institutional domains often understood as separate,
such as religious worship and shelter for the homeless, disease treatment and injection drug use.
They are embedded in that they are connected to the day-to-day lives and routines of other
organizations or communities. Places vary along these dimensions, and it is this variance that our
study suggests is key to understanding which places are likely to complicate institutional work.
DISCUSSION
In presenting our findings, we identified three distinct roles that places play in
institutional work and the features of places that make them more likely to play such roles. We
now bring these findings back to the more general aim of the paper, to explore the role of places
as active ingredients in organizational life. We do so by integrating our findings into a process
model of place in institutional work, and exploring the degree to which places can play any of
the three identified roles.
An Integrated Process Model of Place in Institutional Work
Figure 3 presents an integrated process model of our findings that revolves around three
key concepts – institutions, institutional work, and places – and suggests recursive relationships
among them. Beginning at the left, we argue that institutions motivate and shape institutional
work, which in turn affects institutions, sometimes as actors intended and sometimes not. The
institutional work incorporates, intentionally or not, places that take on different ontological
forms – social enclosures, signifiers, practical objects. We argue that how actors incorporate a
place into their institutional work determines the ontological form assumed by that place. In the
case of the Tri-Cities, for example, actors engaged with it as a social enclosure, drawing on its
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routines and resources, and invoking the collective identity with which it was associated. We
further argue there is a feedback loop, so as a place is incorporated into institutional work, it will
shape that institutional work as actors respond to its presence. Again in the case of the Tri-Cities,
actors involved in developing the Mat Program adjusted their strategies and tactics over time, as
they felt the impacts of the Tri-Cities’ collective identity and resources and routines.
Insert Figure 3 about here
Our findings further suggest that a place taking on an ontological form is associated with
its playing a specific role in institutional work – containing, mediating, complicating –
depending on characteristics of the place. When places incorporated into institutional work as
social enclosures are well bounded and organized they are more likely to contain institutional
work. When places are incorporated as signifiers, they are more likely to mediate the relationship
between institutional work and targeted institutions to the extent they represent proximal,
plausible concepts. When places are incorporated into institutional work as practical objects, they
are more likely to complicate it if they are associated with activities that span institutional
domains and are embedded in the day-to-day routines of a wide range of actors.
A key research question that guided the paper was how places shape institutional work.
Our study suggests that the roles places play have predictable effects in this regard. When places
contain, as the Tri-Cities did, they shape institutional work by leading interested actors to
leverage place-specific resources and routines, and establish priorities and limits to institutional
work based on their place-specific identities. Places that play a mediating role, such as Dr.
Peter’s apartment, shape institutional work by allowing actors to target more distal institutions,
providing cognitive and emotional pathways to those institutions, and lessening the perception of
risk or threat associated with institutional change. When places take on complicating roles, as did
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the Dr. Peter Centre and the churches, they engender institutional work that is likely to change as
it progresses, incorporating more elements and ideas as new actors become involved and the
tensions among domains are addressed.
The roles that places take on, we argue, also affect the outcomes of institutional work.
Our study suggests that as places take on different ontologies and play different roles they
connect institutions to different stabilizing mechanisms and consequently affect the basis for
their institutionalization. Places acting as social enclosures that contain institutional work embed
institutional change in place-specific routines and resources. The institutional work contained by
the Tri-Cities, for instance, embedded new boundaries around “us” that included people living
homeless in sets of existing routines and resources associated with Tri-Cities organizations. This
leads, we argue, to a situation in which institutionalization depends on the stability and power of
place boundaries (Douglas, 1996). In contrast, places that act as signifiers, mediating the
relationship between institutional work and institutions, embed institutional change in the
language, cognition and emotion of community members (Hodge & Kress, 1988). The
contribution of Dr. Peter’s apartment to shifting beliefs about people living with HIV/AIDS was
through its impact on how people in British Columbia talked and thought about those beliefs.
Thus, institutionalization of such changes depends on the degree to which places help to achieve
taken-for-granted shifts in discourse and cognition among community members. Finally, places
acting as practical objects that complicate institutional work embed institutional change in newly
formed or transformed sets of networks and practices, which are often emergent and unexpected.
The Dr. Peter Centre embedded Comfort Care in the practice of supervised injection, the network
of social, professional and legal actors that were required to establish it, and the range of harm
reduction practices that accompanied it. We argue that the institutionalization of ideas and
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practices tied to places as practical objects depends on the costs, particularly in terms of social
capital and legitimacy, of disrupting those new networks and practices.
The Specificity of Roles and Places
An important issue that emerges from our analysis is whether any place could potentially
play any of the three roles we identified. Our analysis suggests a conditional “yes” to this
question. It suggests any place could hypothetically play any of the roles we identified, but the
likelihood would depend on the match between the characteristics of that place and the
requirements of the role. Taking Dr. Peter’s apartment as an example, it was able to mediate
institutional work because it represented the proximal concept of home and provided a plausible
and authentic instance of that concept. To consider whether it could contain institutional work
would be to understand it as a social enclosure and focus on institutions within it, examining the
degree to which Peter’s home is sufficiently bounded and organized to support institutions and
institutional work aimed at affecting them. If we consider the potential for Dr. Peter’s apartment
to act as a practical object complicating institutional work, the issue becomes the degree to which
it is used for purposes that span multiple institutional domains and embedded in a range of other
actors’ day-to-day routines. We could, for instance, have focused on the use of Dr. Peter’s
apartment as a practical object in the filming of the Diaries. The production of the Diaries
brought Peter’s apartment into multiple institutional domains, including domestic, journalism,
medicine and politics, and connected it to an array of actors from each of these domains7.
Although we did not have the data available to us to explore these dynamics, we might expect
that using the apartment as a set complicated the institutional work in ways that using a purposebuilt film studio would not have done.
7

Our thanks to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this
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The implications of this question are theoretically significant. It suggests our analysis is
not idiosyncratic to the particular places we explored: the possibility of all places containing,
mediating and complicating institutional work is real, but only under conditions more closely
associated with some places than others. It also highlights the question of how we “choose” the
place in which we are located when locations are associated with multiple, potentially salient,
places: Are we in a farmer’s market or a parking lot? Am in my office, my school or my
university? Our findings suggest that the answers to these questions are rooted in the actions and
aims of actors, and the role that places play in that action. If for example, actors are engaging
with a place as a social enclosure to contain institutional work, they will draw on the
boundedness and organization of the place to accomplish that work. This may be clearest in
nested places, such as a personal office, faculty building and university campus, so that if my
efforts to achieve a desired end are frustrated by the limits of my office qua office, I may engage
with it as a location within my school or my university.
CONCLUSION
We began by arguing that places have been significantly overlooked in organizational
research despite their potentially profound consequences for organizational life. Our study
confirmed these consequences, showing that places affect how organizational actors understand
problems, marshal resources, employ routines, and construct connections between concepts. We
identified three distinct roles that places play in institutional work – containing, mediating,
complicating – each associated with a specific ontology – social enclosure, signifier, practical
object. The methods we adopted mean we cannot claim these are the only roles and ontologies
associated with places, or how long a comprehensive list of such roles and ontologies might be.
Instead, we claim that for this set of places and cases, these roles and ontologies were important
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to understanding the interplay of institutions, institutional work and places. Thus, an important
direction for future research will be to adopt a broader cross-sectional approach, bringing in a
greater diversity of places with heterogeneous relationships to institutions and institutional work,
including limited or negative relationships. Especially important will be the exploration of
institutional work that is more broadly dispersed geographically or occurs through virtual means,
as may be increasingly important in many contexts. Thus, the implications of the present study
are connected less to claims of comprehensiveness or absolute assessments of the importance of
different role and ontologies, than to the ways in which our findings and more general insights
about the importance of place might inspire and influence future research on place in
organization studies. To conclude, we explore the applicability of our findings to phenomena
other than place, and then return to our introductory claims regarding the study’s three main
contributions.
Generalizing beyond Place
An important potential direction for future research is to consider is whether phenomena
other than places might take on the ontologies and play the roles we have identified. Beginning
with places as social enclosures, if boundedness and organization are key to containing
institutional work than other phenomena, such as organizations or social networks, could act as
social enclosures, containing institutional work and targeted institutions if they were sufficiently
bounded and organized. If an organization contained institutional work, for instance, our analysis
suggests the construction of institutions would be organization-specific, rather than placespecific as in our study. In our study, the boundedness and organization we observed, along with
the construction of the problem and the response were all distinctly connected to the Tri-Cities,
rather than some other phenomena, which suggests that the Tri-Cities played this containing role,
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but that places are not the only phenomenon that might do so.
With respect to places as mediating institutional work, the question becomes whether
other phenomena could act as signifiers that represent plausible, proximal concepts. In the case
of Dr. Peter’s apartment, a reasonable, complementary focus to our analysis might have been to
look at Peter himself mediating the connection between the Diaries and beliefs about people
living with HIV/AIDS. Although we did not examine Peter as a signifier because of our focus on
place, it is reasonable to assume his appearance in the Diaries may have played a mediating role,
perhaps representing the concept of a “nice man” or “a trusted neighbor”. That Peter may have
played such a role does not suggest, however, that his apartment did not also play an important
mediating role in this context. It may be the case that more distal institutions, as were targeted
here, may lead to institutional work that relies on multiple signifiers representing plausible,
proximal concepts in order to shift people’s beliefs and behavior.
Finally, turning to places as practical objects complicating institutional work, our
findings suggest the potential for other phenomena to play such roles, and how they might do so.
If, for instance, a technology was used as a practical object in the institutionalization of an idea,
and using that technology, by virtue of its characteristics, necessitated unexpected actions and
introduced unexpected actors, we would describe it as having complicated institutional work in
much the same way that we saw the Dr. Peter Centre and churches do in our study.
Contributions
In this paper’s introduction, we suggested a main contribution would be to broaden the
understanding of location in organization studies, in particular adding a consideration of place to
the traditional focus on space. Our findings provide a corrective lens to the view that we now
exist in a “flat” world (Friedman, 2007), in which places are largely irrelevant because locations
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represent nodes in global networks best understood in terms of generalized, abstract dimensions.
There is, no doubt, some truth to the assertions that much of the world has been “McDonaldized”
(Ritzer, 2012) and reduced to sites of “nothingness” (Ritzer, 2003). Perhaps this points, however,
to the increased importance of places such as those examined here – places with qualities that
allow them to play specific, important roles in organizational life. The Dr. Peter Centre is an
important place in part because of its novel integration of distinct institutional domains, and the
Tri-Cities is important in part because it represents a contemporary urban community with a
strong collective identity shared, well-developed resources and routines, and meaningful
boundaries. At the same time, Dr. Peter’s apartment and the churches used to host the Mat
Program were not in and of themselves noteworthy; it was how those places were employed in
organized efforts at social change that made them special and their contributions worth
examining. Thus, continuing to overlook places as a focus of scholarly attention would mean
missing out on much of what makes the locations of organizational life interesting and important.
Our second claim was that this study would have implications for the emerging focus on
materiality in organizational research (Jones & Massa, 2013, Raviola & Norbäck, 2013). Our
findings document the ontological flexibility of places, as they become social enclosures,
signifiers or practical objects, through their incorporation into institutional work. This shows that
a physical object, including a place, represents a nexus of the ideational, social and practical,
which can “become” distinctly different things in the world as actors’ efforts connect it to
different institutional domains. Thus, scholars wanting to examine materiality in organizational
and institutional processes might usefully explore what physical objects become as they are
incorporated into streams of action.
The third claim we made in the paper’s introduction was that this study would expand the
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boundaries of research on institutional work. Our findings show how institutional work is
constituted by heterogeneous collections of objects, including places, that take on different
ontological forms and play distinct roles. These findings resonate with organizational research
and writing that draws on Actor-Network Theory (ANT) (Lee & Hassard, 1999, Steen,
Coopmans, & Whyte, 2006) and suggest that organizational research on both institutional work
and place could benefit from stronger links with this tradition. More specifically, we suggest that
future research marry our notions of places containing, mediating and complicating institutional
work with a conception of people and objects as embedded in actor networks, which Latour
(1996: 369) distinguishes from “social networks” on the basis that actor-networks include and
accord equal status to non-human entities, describing both humans and non-humans as “actants”.
Taking actor networks as a starting point could facilitate future research on place and institutions
by focusing attention away from abstract understandings of space and absolute conceptions of
scale toward what Latour (1996: 370) describes as “irreducible, incommensurable, unconnected
localities”.
To conclude, the concept of place has provided a powerful lens on the dynamics of
institutional work with significant implications for organizational scholars. We have focused on
theoretical implications, but our study also points to practical and ethical issues. Our arguments
regarding the potential for places to contain institutional work might be helpful to those trying to
effect social change, but they also suggest that communities with serious problems of poverty, ill
health or crime may be unlikely to possess the level of organization necessary to endogenously
facilitate institutional work to address social problems. Thus, for those interested in effecting
social change in challenging domains, such as housing for the hard-to-house, strategically
incorporating places can significantly facilitate change, but the qualities of those places will
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affect the roles they play and the impacts they have on organizations, institutions and actors. The
connection we argued for between place and the institution of human solidarity also raises ethical
questions regarding the boundaries we establish between ourselves and others. The multiple roles
that places played in our study illustrate the potential for individuals and groups both to extend
the boundaries of human solidary to include those previously excluded, and to shore up those
boundaries ensuring the maintenance of exclusion and othering. More pointed, perhaps, is the
central tension that cuts through this paper: the Dr. Peter Centre and the Mat Program were built
on shared narratives, relationships and routines rooted in place, the same resources that were
missing in the lives of the hard-to-house.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

TABLE 1: INTERVIEWS BY INTERVIEWEE TYPE
Interviewee Type re: Mat Program

Number of Interviews

Number of Interviewees

2

1

Provincial or Regional Roles (Public agency staff)

3

3

Municipal Roles (Councilors and City employees)

8

8

Nonprofit Representatives (Staff and volunteers)

6

6

Business Representatives

2

2

6

6

Executive Director, Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation

10

1

The Board & Founding Members

6

5

Staff & Volunteers

19

18

External Stakeholders (public, private, nonprofit and community
sectors)

10

9

Task Group Chair
Task Group Members

Community Groups (Staff and volunteers) & Individuals
Interviewee Type re: Dr. Peter Centre
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Observations related to the Mat Program

Events

Regular Meetings of the Task Group

9

Sub-Committee Meetings

6

Special Events (e.g., Training evening, an “Open House”, Homeless Action Week Events, and public
hearing)

6

Additional Meetings (e.g., Mayor’s Action Team on Homelessness)

7

Observations related to the Dr. Peter Centre
In-house events (Volunteer Training, Board Meeting Strategy Session)

2

Public events (Symposium on Harm Reduction held at the Centre and BC Supreme Court hearings re:
Insite where Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation had Intervener status)

2

Meetings and presentations (HIV/AIDS Regional Task Group meeting and presentation in Victoria)

2

Days in the Residence

5
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TABLE 3: DATA SUPPORTING PLACES CONTAINING INSTITUTIONAL WORK
Theme

Illustrative data
Place as a social enclosure

Collective
identity

“These three communities often operate as a unit. I think the residents of these communities are unique in that we flow
through the three communities, without making distinctions. People don’t even know where Coquitlam ends and PoCo begins.
There’s real flow through. I think it’s important.” (Interview, Task Group Member)
“A 2009 Visitors’ Guide says that “the recipe for success in the Tri Cities is simple. Take abundant parks, arts and cultural
venues, recreational facilitates and of course, a dash of world-class shopping” (Tri-Cities Visitors Guide, 2009)
“The Tri-City News is your internet source of news, events and stories in the communities of Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Port
Moody, Anmore and Belcarra … The Tri-City News: Your stories. Your community. Your newspaper.”
(www.tricitynews.com/about_us)

Existing
routines and
resources

“Locally there’s also the Tri-Cities community planning committee which is ... not really the same idea as the homelessness
task group, it focuses on children, youth and families. It’s senior management level from the provincial government and
executive directors from service agencies” (Interview, Provincial Planner)
“Hope for Freedom Society’s experience with the addicted and homeless in the Tri Cities is irrefutable. Incorporated in 1997
and registered as not-for-profit, faith based Christian society … We now offer a residential, open-ended, phased reintegration
program for those suffering from chemical dependencies.” (http://hopeforfreedom.org/about-us/)
“[The Tri-Cities Housing Coalition] recognized that housing is an essential part of well-being. That if you don’t have housing,
and you can’t afford suitable housing, you’re not going to be able to afford food, education, clothing for your kids." (Interview,
Task Group Member)
Places contain institutional work

Actors
construct
problems as
“of a place”

“A study into homelessness in the Tri-Cities had been commissioned the year before and only 7 individuals had been
identified… “ (Homelessness study project for the Tri-Cities [2001])
I told them “this is what I’m going to do. I’ll put four people out there.” Well, that blew them away because they were
wondering whether I could even put one person out full time. They thought all I could get was a person half-time. I said “no,
I’ve got people that are willing to do it. I’ll put four people out there, they’ll work 30 hours a week, and we’ll cover all hours of
the day. For the first six months we’re going to have to be a shotgun approach. One thing we already know is some homeless
people are nocturnal. We’re not going to encounter them during the day. We’re going to shift everything around so we can
get some initial coverage.” They said “you know you’re only getting $50,000?” I go “yeah, I know. But we’re a non-profit. You
can exploit us.” [laughs] (Interviewee, Mat Program Organizer)
“This [2005 Hope for Freedom] report was very, very pivotal to what happened and what has happened since because it
created an alarming picture of homelessness in the Tri-Cities, much greater than most people." (Interview)
“The report got me in the door. I could talk to the Port Coquitlam mayor…. The report got me in the doors of the ministers in
Victoria. Even today, once in a while, they’ll say ‘Google your report. It shows up on half the provincial ministry websites. Very
well read report.’” (Interview, Mat Program Organizer)
“Turn-aways” from the region’s seasonal shelters had increased 500% in the last five years (some 6,600 people in 2005).”
Homelessness: The next steps. The Tri City News (2006)
“I hope you can advise me if I should sell my house now before this area looks like a crack alley and my house price drops. I
realize that with the rainy season the bums will wash away somewhere else, but if nothing is done now will next summer be
even worse?” (Letter to the editor, The Coquitlam, 2006)

Actors
construct
solutions as
“of a place”

“[The Tri-Cities needs] leadership [to] solve the homeless crisis in the Tri-Cities … Where are the people with influence who
can push ahead a pro-active agenda for the homeless, including shelter services for the winter ahead?” (Do something. The Tri
City News, 2006)
“A future where all citizens of the Tri-Cities have access to appropriate housing and supports and no one is homeless.” (TriCities Homelessness Task Group, Minutes 5th January 2007)
“[The Mat Program] is exactly what we’ve been asking for in the Tri-Cities.” (Mayor, Port Coquitlam, quoted in The Coquitlam
Now)
“These are our neighbours. These aren’t people who have been shipped in. We need to not only look after people who pay
taxes but also look after people who can’t afford to pay taxes.” (City Councillor, speaking at public forum on Mat Program,
quote in The Coquitlam Now.
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TABLE 4: EPISODES OF “AN AIDS DIARY” SET IN DR. PETER’S APARTMENT
#

Room

Physical appearance of Dr. Peter

Topic/Theme of Discussion

1
5
8
9
11
14
15
19
20
24
27
28
31
34
35
37
41
42
43
44
45
55
56
63
66
67
68
69
71
77
78
81
83
84
91
92
93
96
97
98
99
100
101
104
105
108
110
111

Living room
Dining room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Dining room
Living room
Bedroom
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Dining room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Dining room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Bathroom
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Living room
Kitchen
Living room
Living room
Living room
Bedroom
Living room
Dining room
Living room
Bedroom
Living room

Healthy. Looks very focused.
Finding out he had AIDS and initial experiences.
Looks more relaxed
Learning who one's friends are. Wanting to compete in Gay Olympics.
Bit of swelling/blackness under eyes The role of spirituality in his healing.
Black mark on forehead.
Kaposi’s Sarcoma. Shows lesions legs.
Black ring around left eye.
Medication for AIDS. AZT developed near time of his diagnosis.
Discoloration around right eye.
Discussions with his sister’s children about his disease.
Foot up on chair.
Meeting people now that he is blind.
Pale. New KS spot on arm
Discusses potential new treatments.
Pale, a bit puffy, darkness under eyes Emotional benefits of the AID Diary for himself.
Looks a bit better
Members of medical community not wanting to treat HIV patients.
A few more black spots on face.
Anger toward himself, politicians, and medical community.
Loose dark skin under left eye.
Losses associated with AIDS - vision, job, independence, control.
Darker around left eye.
Anxiety about illnesses and complications.
Dark spots on L side of face
AIDS transmission facts.
More mottled right side of face.
Drugs and alcohol affecting judgement leading to infection.
More dark spots under eyes.
Humor as a psychological and social coping mechanism.
Divot in the right side of the fence
Comfort of trying a new drug when previous drug stopped working
Left eye darker.
More and darker spots on face
Mom's surprise birthday party for him.
No significant change
Stigma of AIDS, because it affected gay men, prostitutes, drug users.
Darker forehead, R side of face
A teacher unwilling to approach a boy who was in contact with Peter
New spots. Dark spots under eye.
Future drug therapies able to supress hyperactive immune systems.
Black spots swollen under left eye
Physicians' inability to do paid counseling.
Darkness around eyes.
Magic Johnson's announcement of his HIV infection.
Reddened and darker facial spots
Privacy of people living with HIV.
Weight gain. Visible cataracts R eye
Chemo for related cancers, unsure how much his body can take.
Discoloration around check bones.
Letters he receives from AIDS Diary viewers. Saying thank you.
Cataracts more visible in left eye.
Friend who recently died of AIDS and lost his lover to AIDS last year.
Darkness around R eye spread to brow Out-dated media reports of potential AIDS therapies.
Cataracts more visible in both eyes.
Why he is not involved in community AIDS organizations.
No significant change
How some parents work to protect their gay children.
Very puffy face, less obvious spots
About art pieces he did that were auctioned off for AIDS Vancouver.
Looks a bit healthier
Waste in the healthcare system: bureaucracy, too many rules.
No significant change
Theories of why there has not been a cure for AIDS yet.
L leg dark, swollen. Large KS patches. Physical pain from AIDS related cancers.
Dark KS dark spot, L cheek near nose Dr. Peter is now the longest living person with AIDS in BC.
No significant change
About a show he watched framed homosexuals as deficient.
No significant change
New research on the causes of AIDS.
Hair thinning, weight gain,
About his niece staying with him. How special it is being with her.
Darker spots on L arm, face puffy
Cost keeps AIDS drugs out of developing countries.
Dark spot R cheek. New spot L neck. AIDS related cancer is now in his larynx. Very limiting.
Hair thin, voice weak from cancer
Doing radiation. Hoping radiation will make breathing easier.
Looks weak, hoarse voice, reclining
Being short of breath, going to hospital, arriving as air tank ran out.
Very dark around left eye.
Planning his will.
Left eye very dark. Hair looks thin.
He could not talk to anyone growing up that he was gay.
Very dark facial spots, thinning hair
Feeling lucky that people assist with things like food preparation.
Spots on face very dark and spreading. Deteriorating health.
Looks very weak. Hair thinning more. Being wheelchair bound. Necessary in order to get out of the house.
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TABLE 5:
DATA SUPPORTING THE DR. PETER CENTRE COMPLICATING INSTITUTIONAL WORK
Theme

Illustrative data
Place as an practical object

Complexity

“The residence is a hybrid, providing hospice care when needed … ; providing long term care and supports … ; and providing
structure, safety and support for residents who bring with them lifestyles and behaviours that are challenging to manage … “
(Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation , 1997, August 22).
“Anyone who sees the everyday work at the DPC will be duly impressed, as everybody works to maintain a frail equilibrium
that frequently swings between chaos and serenity.” (Ibáñez-Carrasco & Kerr, 2001: 60)
“Many of the nursing activities at the Dr. Peter Centre fall under the label of "harm reduction … that means providing sterile
drug injection supplies through the needle exchange program, teaching about safe sex, offering condoms, talking with sex
trade workers about safer ways of dealing with ‘johns,’ counseling on addiction, supporting methadone maintenance
regimes, and helping those who are ready to gain access to detox programs.” (Griffiths, 2002: 12)

Embeddedness

“the Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation put on an event, and announced that it would put all of its efforts towards a day health
program for HIV positive people … I ended up co-chairing the steering committee for this project, the inter-agency steering
committee … it took a year-plus of the steering committee and inter-agency efforts to try and get additional monies”
(Interview, Board Member)
“We [The Foundation] have become an umbrella for all those agencies in the communities that are directed towards AIDS and
AIDS care to come together and there is a synergism now under the umbrella of the Foundation to develop a care centre.”
(Wortman, 1995)
“We were at first somewhat apprehensive about being close to St. Paul’s [Hospital], but it’s actually turned out to be an
incredible benefit to be there. We’ve got a hybrid that works well. We’re attached to a community … But across the street is
definitely something else!” (Interview, Staff)

Places complicate institutional work
Places
necessitate
unexpected
action

A number of community-based AIDS organizations and organizations serving drug users wanted to develop a pilot study of a
safe injection site … I travelled overseas, went through the literature and developed a model that would work in Vancouver.”
(Interview with Thomas Kerr, who developed the original model for Insite, the public supervised injection site in Vancouver, in
Johal, 2008)
It became clear to the nurses that if they were going to reduce risks for their participants … they needed to embrace harm
reduction strategies more aggressively … After achieving consensus among the nurses at the centre, they embarked on a
process of information gathering. … They consulted with their interdisciplinary team and talked to street nurses and staff
from [a female sex trade workers’] Dropin Centre and became actively involved in the Harm Reduction Action Society.
(Griffiths, 2002)
“And so we moved ahead, slowly, and we went off and we looked at supervised injection service in the Netherlands, a few
sites there, and came back and reported to the board and I still didn’t have the path of how we could do it. We just knew
essentially still more convinced than ever that is something we needed to integrate into our program.” (Interview, Staff)
“[We received a legal opinion, stating] if you had a client, theoretically, who came into your building, … got clean needles and
… went outside to inject, because you refused to allow it inside with a registered nurse. Someone … could bring a civil suit
against you suggesting that your actions contributed to their death … So I took that to the board and that was it. … And we
proceeded to quietly provide the service.” (Interview)

Places
introduce
unexpected
actors

The nurses at the Dr. Peter Centre knew that the majority of their time in the day program was being spent with participants
who were injection drug users. Zettel says, "The number of abscesses, cases of cellulitis, and hospital admissions was much
higher with this group. Their chaotic lifestyles resulted in the basic determinants of health being unmet." (Griffiths, 2002: 12)
A reporter described some of the Centre’s participants as: “Vancouver’s throwaway people - people whose lives have been
so awful, so desperate, so filled with the horrors of sexual abuse, physical abuse, alcoholism and drug addiction that … HIV or
AIDS is the least of their problems.” (Bramham, 2000: B3)
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TABLE 6:
DATA SUPPORTING THE CHURCHES COMPLICATING INSTITUTIONAL WORK
Theme

Illustrative data
Place as an practical object

Complexity
and
Embeddedness

“And churches because they were there at the table? No, they weren’t at the table. But I just thought – as I mentioned to you
before, many churches – most churches have an intent of social outreach, feeling that it is part of their spiritual domain, just
following the teachings of Christ. But I think very few of them have a real opportunity to do that. We thought we could
provide that opportunity by doing outreach to homeless people on their own church grounds.” (Interview, Organizer)
How did you recruit the churches? I actually had been silently talking to churches for a long time about addiction stuff. I
wanted to broaden ... we are a faith-based organization but we’re not connected to a particular denomination. There’s more
than one way to do church. I was attempting to establish an opportunity for our clients who want to go to church, so that
they have some options. But I didn’t want to send them in there cold. I wanted the leadership of the churches to have an
opportunity to talk about that because they carry the same types of ideas about addicts.” (Interview, Organizer)
“I needed five churches. I had those churches in no time. I targeted churches. I didn’t have time, the timetable was tight. So I
couldn’t go and convert or try to sway a church that was on the edge. (Interview, Organizer)

Places complicate institutional work
Places
necessitate
unexpected
action

“We had to add a new definition for land use. Then under the existing zoning for the church, we had to add that use as a new
use. … It’s unusual. Our zoning bylaws sometimes are a bit antiquated. … This is kind of a special case because I don’t think
anyone would have envisioned a church, perhaps, operating as a temporary shelter. (Interview, Planner)
“I had to go back to those churches when it came to the rezoning thing and talk to each one of the leaders of those churches
about that concept because that concept caused them some consternation. “(Interview, Organizer)
“Yeah, [one of the organizers] starts off [the public meeting] by talking about the program. Then people come up and speak
for or against it. We’d already made some changes to the program by then. It was always going to be bus-in program, but we
also anticipated that we’d accept walk-ins if they were in the neighborhood. But in Coquitlam there was great concern by
residents that if we accepted walk-ins that we’d be actually attracting people into the area.” (Interview, Task Group Member)
“And what was the [homelessness] workshop? What did it do? It was a panel discussion. We had a councilor from each of the
three cities. We had a representative of the … GVRD homelessness secretary. … We actually had a couple … who had been
homeless, who were just off the street, to come and talk as well about their experience. It was both the experience of
homelessness and what we could do about it.” (Interview, Task Group Member)
“Once you have the application [for the Mat Program] in, then you’re required to go through a public consultation process. In
our case we had public meetings in each of the three cities.” (Interview, Organizer)
“Another example was the public hearing … in Coquitlam. At that hearing, the capacity of the gallery is 120. There were
between 200 and 300 people there. There were 75 speakers. It went almost 8 hours. It was over at 3:00 a.m. And of those 75
speakers, it was evenly divided between supporters and opponents. But it was getting those supporters out that was critical,
and again that’s where the network really paid off.” (Interview, Organizer)
“Coquitlam would not back down, and that’s when I had to get political. I met with the mayor, I met with a couple of
councilors.” (Interview, Organizer)

Places
introduce
unexpected
actors

“As a developer I had to deal with local governments but I dealt mostly with staff …. I very seldom went political with
anything. The shelter program I had to kick it up a notch. I had to schmooze politicians.” (Interview, Organizer)
“We hired a code consultant. … basically what he is, is an expert on building codes. … Then he goes in and in his professional
opinion he will state whether the existing codes will match up to what we’re intending to do.” (Interview, Organizer)
“The whole issue of the sunset clause ... I got three civil rights lawyers that called me and said “we’re watching this. By the
way, what they did last night at city council is illegal. It’s not enforceable.” What I did is, I called another person – friend of
mine who I went to college with who was also a lawyer ... he’s very familiar with this kind of stuff.” (Interview, Organizer)
“You then had to train churches. … We had a huge meeting at Eagle Ridge Bible Fellowship. We had a volunteer training
session. … We had the session – I’ll never forget the first meeting that we had. There was about 250 people that showed up.
We had chairs for maybe 75 to 100.” (Interview, Organizer)
“And [the church] is an endless pool [of volunteers]. If you’re outside the church and you don’t understand the mindset … of
people that attend churches like that is there’s always going to be a limitless source of this volunteer.” (Interview, Task Group
Member)
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